miR-136 Targets MIEN1 and Involves the Metastasis of Colon Cancer by Suppressing Epithelial-to-Mesenchymal Transition [Retraction]
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Following publication of the article, concerns were raised about the duplication of images from Figures 1 and 3 with images from other unrelated articles. Specifically,

- Western blot bands and the background from images in Figure 1B have been duplicated with the bands and background for images from Figure 2D from Liu Y, Zhang B, Shi T, Qin H. miR-182 promotes tumor growth and increases chemoresistance of human anaplastic thyroid cancer by targeting tripartite motif 8. Onco Targets Ther. 2017;10:1115-1122. https://doi.org/10.2147/OTT.S110468.
- Images for Figure 3C have been duplicated with images for Figure 3 from Qiu, P., Xu, T., Lu, X., Yang, W., Zhang, Y., & Xu, G. (2018). MicroRNA-378 regulates cell proliferation and migration by repressing RNF31 in pituitary adenoma Retraction in /10.3892/ol.2017.7431. Oncology Letters, 15, 789-794. https://doi.org/10.3892/ol.2017.7431.
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